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Sample Size Dependence of Crack-tip Microstructure and
Stress Evolutions in Single Crystal Nickel

Wen-Ping Wu1,2, Zong-Zhuan Yao3

Abstract: The internal microstructure evolution and atomic stress distribution
around the crack tip of a pre-cracked single crystal nickel with unequal sample sizes
are studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The simulated results indi-
cate that the crack propagation dynamics and stress distributions around the crack
tip are strongly dependent on the microstructure evolution caused by the change
of sample size. Unequal sample sizes induce various atomic configurations around
the crack tip during the crack propagation. When atomic configuration is invari-
able around the crack tip, the crack grows rapidly along the crack path, the stress
concentration occurs at the crack tip of growing crack and the stress is monotonic
along the crack path. Once the occurrence of microstructure evolution (void nucle-
ation, deformation twinning) around the crack tip, the crack grows slowly and the
stress value is variable along the crack path due to the peak stress is accompanied
by the appearance of the void and deformation twinning ahead of the crack tip. The
pre-cracked single crystal nickel under mode I loading condition shows the differ-
ent crack propagation dynamics and stress distribution, which are closely related
to the sample size induces void nucleation and deformation twinning mechanisms
around the crack tip.

Keywords: Single crystal nickel, void nucleation, deformation twinning, sample
size, MD simulation

1 Introduction

Fracture is a complex process which spans many disciplines in the physical sci-
ences and engineering. The emergence of fracture on a macroscopic scale is a
consequence of crack propagation across several length scales from atomistic to
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continuum scales. The crack progression can lead to failures in components if
not detected and monitored. The driving force of crack propagation at the atomic
scale is the stress field due to the loading applied to the sample. In strength the-
ory, material failure is determined by stresses and strains. The failure analysis is
directly related to the stress or strain concentration around the crack tip, because
a material fails when the stress concentration exceeds the failure strength of mate-
rials. A good understanding of the failure mechanisms of materials is the key to
microstructure design and property controls. With the advent of scalable parallel
computers, molecular dynamics (MD) has become a very useful tool for study-
ing the failure mechanisms of materials by investigating the microstructure evolu-
tion and mechanical properties of materials from an atomistic standpoint [Cheung
and Yip(1994); Nishimura and Miyazaki (2001); Yamakov, Saether, Phillips, and
Glaessgen (2006); Zhou, Zimmerman, Reedy, and Moody (2008)]. MD simula-
tions of fracture events have produced observations that resemble characteristics
at the macroscopic scales by the analysis of stress field around the crack tip. For
example, [Buehler, Gao, and Huang (2004)] studied rapid mode I brittle crack prop-
agation and showed there is a good agreement between atomistic simulation results
and continuum theory predictions for the stress and strain fields around the propa-
gating crack tip. [Matsumoto, Nakagaki, Nakatani, and Kitagawa (2005)] analyzed
the stress distribution in front of the crack tip in an amorphous metal and found
that the linear elastic solution agrees with the MD simulation. [ Guo, Wang, Zhao,
and Wu (2007)] found that the local stress at the crack tip plays an important role
in the mechanism martensitic phase transformation by molecular dynamics simula-
tion of the stress-induced martensitic phase transformation at the crack tip in body-
centered cubic structural metals and alloys. [Xu and Deng (2008)] investigated
nano-scale void nucleation and growth in a single crystal aluminum and obtained
an important finding from MD simulation is that atomic stress plays a controlling
role in nano-scale fracture. [Krull and Yuan (2011)] also investigated ductile crack
growth in the nano-scale single-crystal aluminum and characterized void nucleation
and final crack growth by the stress concentrations at a certain distance from the
crack tip. The above studies have shown that consideration of the atomic stress
field around the crack tip is important in understanding nano-scale fracture events.
Recently, [Wu and Yao (2012)] illuminated the stress distribution around the crack
tip is related to the microstructure evolution during the crack propagation by MD
simulation. The crack propagation in nickel not only depends on the load but also
on the various types of defects present (dislocations, voids, twins) [Karimi, Roarty,
and Kaplan (2006)].

From the micro-mechanics viewpoint, the effect of sample size is mainly attributable
to the distribution of dislocation density, which induces the change of atomistic
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structure around the crack tip during crack propagation. When a pre-cracked crystal
deforms plastically in the crack tip region, inhomogeneous dislocations are gener-
ated as a diverse form in the crystal [Byon, Kim, and Lee (2007)]. The response of
fracture in the crystal metals to the sample size is a complicated phenomenon, in-
volving many physical mechanisms, such as dislocation motions [Yamakov, Wolf,
Salazar, Phillpot, and Gleiter (2001); Volkert and Lillodden (2006)], stacking fault
energy [Rester, Motz, and Pippan (2008); Yamakov, Wolf, Phillpot, Mukherjee, and
Gleiter (2004)], deformation twinning [Wu and Zhu (2008); Yu, Shan, Li, Huang,
Xiao, Sun, and Ma (2010)], and phase transformations [Kitakami, Sato, and Shi-
mada (1997)]. These microstructure evolutions of atoms around the crack tip may
result in a change of stress field around the crack tip and severely affect the fracture
properties of material, such as the twins and dislocation slip, have been considered
as a contributing deformation mechanism [Warner, Curtin, and Qu (2007)] and sig-
nificantly affect the crack propagation [Guo, Wang, and Wang (2004)]. Most ex-
perimental evidence have been illustrated a strongly influence of the sample size on
the mechanical properties and microstructure evolution of materials at nanometer
scale [Uchic, Dimiduk, Florando, and Nix (2004); Greer, Oliver, and Nix (2005);
Dimiduk, Uchic, and Parthasarathy (2005); Shan, Mishra, Asif, Warren, and Minor
(2008); Lam, Keung, and Tong (2010)]. In order to clarify the sample size induces
the change of stress field and crack propagation dynamics in essence, it is essential
and important for understanding nano-scale fracture properties by analyzing the
atomic stress field and relation to the microstructure evolution around the crack tip.

In this paper, MD simulations are performed to investigate the change of sample
size induces the microstructure and stress evolutions around the crack tip during
crack propagation for a pre-cracked single crystal nickel. The objective of the
present work is to determine the relationship between stress distribution around
the crack tip and microstructure evolution, and to offer an explanation for the in-
fluence of the microstructure evolution caused by the change of sample size on the
crack propagation dynamics and stress distribution.

2 Modeling and simulation

2.1 MD simulation and model geometry

In this work, we perform MD simulations of crack propagation in a pre-cracked
single crystal nickel with different sample sizes to investigate the internal micro-
structural evolution around the crack tip and its influence on the stress field around
the crack tip and crack propagation dynamics. MD simulation describes motions
of all atoms in a system by numerically solving Newton’s equations. The equations
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of motion for an atomiare given by

Fi = mir̈i (1)

where mi and ri are the mass and position of atom i, respectively. r̈i is the double
time derivative of ri, and Fi is the total interaction force on atom i by its neighbors.
In MD simulations the interaction force Fi is calculated by the gradient of the total
inter-atomic potential E of the atomic system through

Fi =−∇iE (r1,r2.....rn) (2)

where r1,r2.....rn are the positions of the atoms in an atomic system with n atoms.
Once the inter-atomic potential is known for an atomic system under the given ini-
tial conditions, an understanding of the material behavior of the system can be
achieved through MD simulations. For FCC metallic materials the embedded-
atom-Method (EAM) is one of the most popular inter-atomic potentials [Daw,
Foiles, and Baskes (1993)]. In the present study the EAM potential provided in
[Mishin, Farkas, Mehl, and Papaconstantopoulos (1999)] is used to simulate failure
process of a pre-cracked single crystal nickel with unequal sample sizes, consider-
ing that this potential has a good ability to describe the bonding in metallic systems
and account for dependence of the strength of individual bonds on the local envi-
ronment, such as surface and defects so that a reasonable simulation of fracture and
damage could be obtained [Xu and Deng (2008); Krull and Yuan (2011); Wu and
Yao (2012)].

In our MD simulations, a constrained three-dimensional (3D) model is employed
for the study of failure in FCC single crystal nickel under mode I loading condition,
the geometry of the system of the crack propagation is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal
is in the cubic orientation (i.e. X-[100], Y -[010], and Z-[001]). In the model, an
edge crack is inserted on the left side of the crystal by removing atoms, the length of
the initial crack is equal to 10a (35.2 Å) and its width a (3.52 Å), where a (a =3.52
Å) is the lattice constant of nickel. To study the effects of sample size on the stress
distribution and microstructure evolution around the crack tip during crack propa-
gation under mode I loading condition, we set up three different blocks of single
crystal nickel (X×Y×Z): 50a×25a×6a (176 Å× 88 Å× 21.12 Å) 100a×50a×6a
(352 Å×176 Å×21.12 Å), and 200a × 100a × 6a (704 Å×352 Å×21.12 Å), the
size of crack remain invariable in three models. The crystal dimension in the X-axis
is chosen to be sufficiently long so that steady-state crack propagation is obtained
during MD simulations. The right side of the crystal is fixed for motions in X -
direction to limit boundary effects. The atoms in the top and bottom layer, which
have a thickness of potential cut-off distance, are fixed. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are formulated in the Z direction, and non-periodic boundary conditions are
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applied in the X and Y directions. Because of the use of the periodic condition and
a small number of lattice layers in the thickness ( Z) direction, this 3D model is
called a constrained 3D model.

Figure 1: The sample geometry of a FCC single crystal nickel containing a single
edge crack.

2.2 Simulation process and stress definition

At the start of simulation, this atomic system is relaxed using the conjugate gradient
method to reach a minimum energy state. Then the relaxed system is stretched in
y-direction by an incrementally displacement loading every 20ps, by keeping the
top and bottom boundary parallel. The global strain rate is 2.0×108s−1. Finally the
deformed configuration of the system is computed by MD simulation, where the
simulation is carried out by integrating Newton’s equations of motion for all atoms
using a time step of 1×10−15s. All simulations are conducted at temperature of 1e-4
K (approximately 0 K) using a method to rescale the velocities of the atoms to avoid
thermal activation. The open source MD code LAMMPS [Plimpton (1995)] and the
visualization tools AtomEye [Li (2003)] are used in the atomistic simulations.

To study the nanoscale fracture behavior and investigate the atomic stress fields
around the crack tip during the fracture process, the atomistic stress definition is
employed in this work. The atomic stress at an atomiis a stress quantity at the
atomic scale. Many definitions of atomic stress have been proposed in the past few
decades. [Shen and Atluri (2004)] summarized these different definitions of atomic
stress and proposed a new atomistic stress formulation with physical clarity, based
on the SPH method. In this paper, the atomistic level stress tensor is defined by
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strength theory, it is a strength measurement of the inter atomic interactions of the
atom with its neighboring atoms, this atomic stress tensor is defined as [Born and
Huang (1954)]

σαβ (i) =−
1

2Ωi

N

∑
j 6=(i)

fα (i, j)rβ (i, j) (3)

where N is the number of atoms in a region around atom i within an EAM potential
cut-off distance (which is 4.80 Å for Ni), fα (i, j) is the vector component form of
the interaction force exerted by atom j on atom i, rβ (i, j) is the vector component
form of the relative position from atom j to atom i, and Ωi is the volume of atom i
given by

Ωi =
4
3

πR3
i (4)

where Ri is the radius of the atom i.

Taking an average over the volume around atom i within the potential cut-off dis-
tance, the average atomic stress tensor σ̄αβ (i) at atom i is given by [Horstemeyer
and Baskes(1999)]

σ̄αβ (i) =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

σαβ ( j) (5)

3 Simulation results

3.1 The crack propagation and stress distribution

Fig.2 shows the crack propagation process and atomic stress distribution around the
crack tip of three unequal sample sizes of single crystal nickel at different loading
time steps. At the time of t=340ps, for a small sample size 50a×25a×6a, the
crack initiation does not occur, the atomic tensile stress is directly concentrated
at the crack tip. The crack has initiated and propagated a very short distance along
the crack path for a middle sample size 100a×50a×6a, the stress concentrations
also occur at the crack tip of growing crack. However, for a large sample size
200a×100a×6a, it is found that the crack tip blunting and the concentrations of the
atomic tensile stress at a certain distance ahead of the crack tip, as shown in Fig.
2a.

As loading steps increasing at t=380ps, the pre-cracked single crystal nickel with
three unequal sample sizes show distinctly different of crack propagation states
and stress distributions. As seen in Fig. 2b, the void nucleation and growth occurs
for a small sample size 50a×25a×6a, and the peak stress is accompanied by the
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(a) t=340ps 

    
(b) t=380ps 

Figure 2: Contour plots of the atomic tensile stress field for a pre-cracked single
crystal nickel with unequal sample sizes at different loading time steps (a) t=340ps
and (b) t=380ps. The insets in the Fig.2 show the atoms and their stress levels
around the crack tip.
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   (e) sample size 200a×100a×6a, t=340ps    (f) sample size 200a×100a×6a, t=380ps 
 

Figure 3: The atomic tensile stress as function of the atom position along the crack
path for three unequal sample sizes at t=340ps and t=380ps.
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appearance of the void at the location of the atomic tensile stress concentrations.
Whereas, for a middle sample size 100a×50a×6a, the crack straightly extension
along the (100) plane and the atomic tensile stress is still concentrated at the crack
tip of growing crack. The crack extension represents a brittle character and finally
forms a cleavage crack in this case. For a large sample size 200a×100a×6a, it is
more arresting that the crack could hardly propagate and the stress distributions
around the crack tip distinctly change, the insets in Fig. 2 provide a detailed view
of the atoms and their stress levels around the crack tip.

To provide a more quantitative understanding of stress field around the crack tip for
unequal sample sizes at t=340ps and t=380ps, the atomic tensile stress as function
of the atom position along the crack path is plotted in Fig. 3. At t=340ps, the
crack tip atoms have the highest stress values (approximately 20 GPa and 19 GPa)
for sample sizes 50a×25a×6a and 100a×50a×6a, respectively, and the stresses
are monotonic to the atom position along the crack tip, as shown in Figs. 3a and
3c. For a sample size 200a×100a×6a, Fig. 3e shows that the stress concentrations
occur at a certain distance ahead of the crack tip and the peak stress value is about
19 GPa, but the stress is variable to the atom position along the crack path due to
the occurrence of the crack tip blunting.

At the time of t=380ps, the atomic tensile stress has a peak value (approximately
19 GPa) at the location of void nucleation for a small sample size 50a×25a×6a
(see Fig. 3b). The stress concentrations and its peak value are still at the crack tip
of growing crack for a middle sample size 100a×50a×6a, as shown in Fig. 3d.
However, for a large sample size 200a×100a×6a, it is a significantly change in
the stress distribution around the crack tip along the crack path. It does not show
a stress concentration at the crack tip, the high stress values not only occur at the
crack tip but also at the plastic region due to the generation of a larger number of
deformation twinning ahead of crack tip, as shown in Fig. 3f. It reveals that the
plastic deformation around the crack tip induces the change of stress concentrations
at the crack tip, and the stress is variable to the atom position along the crack path.

3.2 The microstructure evolution around the crack tip

The microstructure evolution around the crack tip in metals is among the most basic
problems in mechanics of materials. The plastic processes at the crack tips, includ-
ing void nucleation and growth [Xu and Deng (2008); Krull and Yuan (2011); Wu
and Yao (2012)], dislocation emission [Farkas, Duranduru, Curtin, and Ribbens
(2001)], and deformation twinning [Hai and Tadmor (2003)], have a pronounced
effect on the stress distributions near the growing crack. This effect is best revealed
by a one-to-one relationship between the stress distribution and microstructure
characteristic around the crack tip in Fig. 4. For a small sample size 50a×25a×6a,
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 Tensile stress distributions              Microstructure characteristics    
  around the crack tip                       around the crack tip  

                    

void

 
                                              (a) Sample size 50a×25a×6a 

           
                                              (b) Sample size 100a×50a×6a 

 
                                               (c) Sample size 200a×100a×6a 

Figure 4: The atomic tensile stress distributions and microstructure characteris-
tics around the crack tip at t=380ps for unequal sample sizes. (a) sample size
50a×25a×6a, (b) sample size 100a×50a×6a and (c) sample size 200a×100a×6a.

a void is nucleated where the atomic tensile stress has a peak value at a certain dis-
tance ahead of the crack tip. The peak stress is accompanied by the appearance of
the void at the location of the tensile stress concentrations (see Fig. 4a). For a mid-
dle sample size 100a×50a×6a, the atomic tensile stress concentrates at the crack
tip through the fracture process. The analysis of microstructure shows that there is
not dislocation emission around the crack tip, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. Therefore,
these atoms at the crack tip have the highest stress and energy values, which lead
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to the crack growth rapidly along the crack plane. However, for a large sample size
200a×100a×6a, deformation twinning occurs due to the emissions of partial dis-
locations from sample boundaries, the stress concentrations does not occur at the
crack tip, the atoms of high stress values are not only at the crack tip but also at the
region of deformation twinning, especially, at the nodes of deformation twinning,
as shown in Figs. 3f and 4c.

3.3 crack propagation dynamics and stress-strain curves

Crack propagation dynamics is an important aspect for understanding the crack
growth and fracture behavior. In order to show quantitatively the sample size ef-
fect on the crack resistance and crack propagation dynamics, the crack propagation
length is calculated by the change of the surface energy during the total run time.
The crack is expected to propagate along the direction where the newly created
surface energy is lowest. The energy of crack growth initiation is defined as the
threshold energy and used to determine the crack length. Then the crack length is
calculated every 1ps for a total of run time 600ps. The results for the crack length
as a function of time for three unequal sample sizes are shown in Fig. 5. It can
be seen from Fig. 5 that the crack does not propagates until about 300ps for a
middle sample size 100a×50a×6a, then the crack rapidly propagates and reaches
the maximum crack length 352Å with increasing the loading time. For a small
sample size 50a×25a×6a, compared with the middle sample size 100a×50a×6a,
the crack extension displays a relatively slow due to the void nucleation during the
crack propagation, the crack length does not rapidly increase until about 400ps.
Dissimilarly, for a large sample size 200a×100a×6a, the crack arrests quickly and
almost not propagate any further within the calculated loading time steps. There-
fore, the crack length almost remains the initial length, even if at the end of run
time t=600ps, the crack length eventually increases less than 10 Å. The inset in
Fig. 5 provide a more detailed view of the crack extension levels as the loading
time increase for a large sample size 200a×100a×6a.

The size effects on the plasticity of surface-confined single crystals have drawn con-
siderable attention, it has been demonstrated that sample size strongly influences
the microstructure and plasticity deformation [Yamakov, Wolf, Salazar, Phillpot,
and Gleiter (2001); Horstemeyer, Baskes, and Plimpton (2001)]. To analyze the
plastic flow behavior of the growing crack at unequal sample sizes, the stress–
strain curves for a pre-cracked single crystal nickel are presented. The averaged
atomic stress is used to determine the stress–strain curves for single crystal nickel
with unequal sample sizes. Fig. 6 shows the stress-strain curves for a single crystal
nickel containing an edge crack at unequal sample sizes. It can be seen from Fig.
6 that there is a stress oscillation for a small sample size 50a×25a×6a and a stress
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Figure 5: Crack length as a function of loading time for a pre-cracked single crystal
nickel with unequal sample sizes.

Figure 6: The averaged atomic stress-strain responses for a pre-cracked single crys-
tal nickel with unequal sample sizes.
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drop-off rapidly for a middle sample size 100a×50a×6a. Moreover, the stress os-
cillations are attenuated as the size increases, these local effects are weakened by
size increasing due to a global stress averaging procedure [Horstemeyer, Baskes,
and Plimpton (2001)]. Compared with three unequal sample sizes, a remarkable
difference in plastic flow behavior for a large sample size 200a×100a×6a, there
are not oscillations and stress drop-offs but a strain-hardening occurs in the stress-
strain curves as shown in Fig. 6. This comparison of stress-strain curves for unequal
sample sizes illustrating different plasticity regions, there is a gradual change of in-
fluence from the void nucleation and growth at a small sample size to the formation
of deformation twinning around the crack tip at a large sample size. It reveals that
the change of sample size induces the microstructure evolution around the crack
tip determining the stress states and plastic deformation. The above results further
emphasize that the microstructure evolution , especially the formation of defor-
mation twinning around the crack tip affect the crack propagation dynamics and
plastic flow behavior, which are associated with a distinct change in the atomistic
deformation mechanism.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

At low temperature, the two major mechanisms responsible for the plasticity of
materials are ordinary dislocation plasticity and deformation twinning [Yamakov,
Wolf, Phillpot, and Gleiter (2002); Reed (1967); Haasen (1958)]. Crack-tip mi-
crostructures, including deformation twinning and dislocation emission, have a pro-
nounced effect on the stress distribution around the crack tip of growing crack. The
sample size effect is mainly attributable to the distributions of dislocation density,
inhomogeneous dislocations are generated as a diverse form in the crystal under the
loading, which induces the atomistic structure and stress field change around the
crack tip during crack propagation. For a small sample size 50a×25a×6a, void nu-
cleation occurs at a certain distance ahead of the crack tip where the atomic tensile
stress concentrations, and the peak stress is accompanied by the appearance of the
void at the location of the stress concentrations. The stress is variable to the atom
position along the crack path due to the peak stress occurs at the location of the
void nucleation. For a middle sample size 100a×50a×6a, there are almost not dis-
location emissions at the crack tip. The atomic tensile stress is always concentrated
at the crack tip of growing crack, so the stress is monotonic to the atom position
along the crack path. When the sample size is increased, for a large sample size
200a×100a×6a, deformation twinning occurs due to the emissions of partial dislo-
cations from sample boundaries, it does not show stress concentrations at the crack
tip, the high stress values occur not only at the crack tip atoms but also at deforma-
tion twinning atoms. Accordingly, the stress is variable to the atom position along
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the crack path due to the formation of deformation twinning induces the change of
stress distribution.

In addition, the current simulations are performed under a special atomistic con-
figuration, it is noteworthy that boundary effect could not be ignored due to the
restriction of model and boundary conditions. When the initial crack length re-
mains constant in the samples, the boundary effects become more prominent with
the increase of sample size. In contrary, the smaller of sample size is, the more
prominent of the effect of initial defect (crack) is. In view of this, for a large sam-
ple size 200a×100a×6a, it is easily favorable to generate partial dislocations from
sample boundaries at the applied loading. The dislocations are continually emitted
from two boundaries (up and down) as the application of loading, finally form de-
formation twinning along the direction of crack propagation ahead of the crack tip.
It is well known that dislocation emission and twinning are important complemen-
tary mechanisms for plastic deformation in many metallic systems, and twinning
has been identified as a contributing plastic deformation mechanism in nanocrys-
talline metals [Warner, Curtin, and Qu (2007); Reed (1967); Haasen (1958); Feng,
Cheng, Wu, Wang and Hong (2006)]. Due to a large number of deformation twins
occur ahead of the crack tip, which can effectively relax the local stress at the
crack tip and act as a barrier to further crack propagation, therefore, the crack is
difficult to further propagate in this case. It indicate that the void nucleation, espe-
cially deformation twinning formation around the crack tip severely affect the crack
propagation and stress distribution, the crack propagation and resistance behavior
are much related to the internal microstructure evolution around the crack tip.

As discussed above, it can be concluded that the crack propagation dynamics and
stress distributions around the crack tip are strongly dependent on the change of
sample size induces the microstructure evolution during growing crack. If the
atomic configuration does not change around the crack tip, the crack propagates
rapidly along the crack path, the stress is always concentrated at the crack tip of
growing crack and the stress is monotonic to the atom position along the crack
path. Once the atomic configuration around the crack tip is changed, such as void
nucleation and deformation twinning, the crack growth becomes slow and induces
the change of stress distributions around the crack tip. Simultaneously, the stress
is variable to the atom position along the crack path. In a word, the single crystal
nickel with a surface crack under a constant mode I loading condition shows the
different crack propagation dynamics and stress distributions, which are directly
linked to the sample size induces the void nucleation and deformation twinning
mechanisms around the crack tip.
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